
 
 
 
 
 
 
News Release 

 

OFS FITEL, LLC SPECIALTY PHOTONICS DIVISION LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE 

 

January 24, 2011 Avon, CT - The Specialty Photonics Division of OFS Fitel, LLC (OFS 

SPD), is pleased to announce the launch of a new website—www.specialtyphotonics.com— 

incorporating a fresh new look along with added functionality. 

“We listened to our customers.  We overhauled our Web site to enhance our customers’ 

internet experience and make it easier to do business with OFS SPD” explained Michael 

Fortin, Vice President of Marketing and Sales for the division.  

The new website, with its advanced search function, provides visitors with a fast and 

intuitive way to peruse the vast specialty products and capabilities portfolio of OFS SPD.  It 

allows the user to view and compare detailed product specifications and print user-friendly 

pages.  In addition, the ability to contact us and to access the company’s scientists and 

engineers has been enhanced.  

“We look forward to our customers’ comments as we roll out this new website.  Our ultimate 

goal is to make every interaction with OFS SPD a high-quality one.  This new website will 

help.” concluded Mr. Fortin. 

 

About OFS, Specialty Photonics Division 

OFS, Specialty Photonics Division, is an industry leader in optical fiber design or 

modification for highly specialized or customized applications. It supplies advanced optical 

fibers, including specialty multimode, specialty single-mode, rare-earth doped, polarization-

maintaining and other nonstandard fibers. It also manufactures specialty cables and 

connectors, and other specialty products, such as high-power laser components. For more 

information about the Specialty Photonics Division, please visit: 

www.SpecialtyPhotonics.com 

http://www.specialtyphotonics.com/�
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OFS, Specialty Photonics Division  
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kbendza@ofsoptics.com  

 

About OFS 

OFS is a world-leading designer, manufacturer and provider of optical fiber, optical fiber 

cable, connectivity, FTTx and specialty photonics solutions.  Our marketing, sales, 

manufacturing and research teams provide forward-looking, innovative products and 

solutions in areas including Telecommunications, Medicine, Industrial Automation, Sensing, 

Government, Aerospace and Defense applications. We provide reliable, cost effective 

optical solutions to enable our customers to meet the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s 

digital and energy consumers and businesses. 

  

OFS’ corporate lineage dates back to 1876 and includes technology powerhouses such as 

AT&T and Lucent Technologies. Today, OFS is owned by Furukawa Electric, a multi-billion 

dollar global leader in optical communications. 

For more information, please visit www.ofsoptics.com.  
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Sherry Salyer  

OFS Public Relations 

shsalyer@ofsoptics.com 

Direct:  770-798-4210 

Mobile: 678-296-7034 
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